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DEAR FRIENDS, PARTNER S
& SUPPORTERS OF
UVUMBUZI AFRICA,
A WORD FROM OUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Greetings this festive season! We hope that
you and your loved ones have been well.
As we reflect on the year 2021, we would like
to share with you our milestones, the
progress that our team has made; and some

"We continue to be in awe of the
immense potential that young
Kenyans have to spearhead
environmental stewardship and their

of the plans that Uvumbuzi Africa has for

determination to have a say in

the coming year.

shaping the future of conservation."

For us, this was a year of remarkable

MR. MOSES KAMAU, EXECUTVE DIRECTOR

discovery as we immersed ourselves in the
search for conservation heroes across our
great country. Through the implementation
of our Every Kenyan for Conservation across
Counties (EKCC) program, we were able to
conduct 3 immersion discovery journeys to
Taita Taveta, Isiolo, and Laikipia Counties,
foster integral partnerships, cultivate
conservation champions and engage youth
across various counties in conservation
conversation. We continue to be in awe of
the immense potential that young Kenyans
have to spearhead environmental
stewardship and their determination to have
a say in shaping the future of conservation.
A key achievement for us this year, is our
increased online presence and steady
growth of our Sauti Za Conservation
platform. Sauti continues to amplify the
voices of the largely unheard conservation
champions and pioneers while dispersing
informative and compelling content to our
audiences aimed at stimulating youth and
women engagement in environmental
stewardship.

Whilst the Covid-19 pandemic remains a
global reality, we at Uvumbuzi Africa
continue to implement creative and
collaborative approaches towards
promoting impactful advocacy and
sustainability. As we continue bringing
you meaningful, authentic, and diverse
stories from across Kenya, we hope to
leave a lasting impression on each one
of you ‘to leave the earth a better place
than we found it.’
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RECAP OF 2021
DISCOVERY, CREATING SPACES & FORGING RELATIONSHIPS
INAUGURAL EKCC PROJECT
Uvumbuzi Africa launched our Every Kenyan for
Conservation across Counties Project (EKCC); a new
project under our Advocacy Programme. This
project, whose inaugural implementation took place
within Laikipia and Isiolo Counties, aims to amplify
the voices of youth and women in conservation,
educate and raise awareness about environmental
stewardship, build strategic partnerships between
them and various stakeholders in the conservation
field, and support their roles as environmental
managers by drawing on their knowledge,
experience, and sustainable traditional conservation
practices.

OUR PICNIC CONVERSATIONS ON
CONSERVATION (PiCCS) FORUMS
We managed to facilitate 2 PiCCs events within 2
counties this year. Both these events were held in
collaboration with two budding youth-led
organizations, the Isiolo Conservationists Trust
(ICT)-the first youth-led conservation organization
in Isiolo County, and the Rafiki Conservation
Network
(RCN)-that
creates
volunteerism
opportunities interweaving ecosystem restoration
and human needs.
Through these forums, we successfully engaged a
diverse network of 80+ youth, women and
stakeholders in the Isiolo and Nairobi conservation
space, in solution-based conservation dialogue.
During the Nairobi forum, the participants also
participated in a clean-up exercise of our beloved
Oloolua Forest and Nature Trail.

Watch the Nairobi PiCCs video here
Watch the Isiolo PiCCs video here
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RECAP OF 2021
DISCOVERY, CREATING SPACES & FORGING RELATIONSHIPS
DISCOVERY OF NATURAL RESOURCE
AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION IN
LAIKIPIA COUNTY
The Laikipia Wildlife Forum (LWF), one of our recent
partners, called our attention to a variety of
unheard and compelling conservation initiatives in
the Laikipia landscape, and in September, we
embarked on an immersive discovery journey into
the County to meet with some of them. We spoke
with a variety of groups and stakeholders who
provided us with unique insights into the
landscape's natural resource management and
wildlife conservation activities. Through these
engagements, Uvumbuzi was able to develop
foundations on which to build relationships with
some of the organizations supported by the Forum,
such as the Mount Kenya Ewaso Water Partnership
(MKEWP), the Ontulili Primate Protection (OPP),
and the ILMAMUSI Mukogodo CFA.

PROTECTING OUR BIRDS OF PREY
After highlighting the danger of the electrocution of
wildlife caused by low hanging power lines on our
online Sauti Briefs segment in March this year, we
visited the Kenya Bird of Prey Trust’s (KBOPT’s)
rescue and rehabilitation facility at the Kilimandege
Sanctuary in Naivasha. Through our platform and
collaborative advocacy with the KBOPT, we aim to
raise awareness and foster a better understanding
of the dangers of electrocution and other threats to
raptors, promote the work of the KBOPT and
stimulate solution-based dialogue on how to
mitigate and resolve the threats to birds of prey
across Kenya.
Click here to learn more about the dangers of low
hanging power lines to wildlife
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RECAP OF 2021
DISCOVERY, CREATING SPACES & FORGING RELATIONSHIPS
THE OL PEJETA CONSERVANCY, K-9
UNIT AND COMMUNITY RANGERS
The Ol Pejeta hosted us earlier this year at the
conservancy HQ, giving the team an inside look into
the operations of their K-9 unit. The Uvumbuzi
team got a glimpse into their fast developing, and
efficient digital surveillance system that the security
office uses to monitor wildlife and human
movement throughout the conservancy to ensure
wildlife safety and quick responses to security
threats. We also managed to engage with inspiring
community rangers who have dedicated their lives
to the conservation and protection of wildlife
through the Ol Pejeta Conservancy, as they shared
their conservation stories with the team. This
project activity allowed us to foster tangible
linkages with the Ol Pejeta Conservancy within the
county which we shall continue to foster in 2022.
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RECAP OF 2021
VOICES & INFORMATION THROUGH OUR PLATFORMS
OUR YOUTUBE WEB SERIES: SAUTI ZA
(VOICES IN) CONSERVATION
Since its launch in 2020, our YouTube web series,
Sauti Za Conservation, continues to grow and
steadily attract a bigger audience and viewership.
The channel now has dispersed over 30+ videos
featuring urban conservation entrepreneurs,
community
conservation
initiatives
and
conservationists from various counties. We have
witnessed a significant increase in engagement
from our audiences through the content shared on
this platform over the course of 2021. Uvumbuzi
Africa continues to take our audiences with us on all
our discovery adventures and promises to share
pithier, authentic and compelling content with you
in the coming year.

SAUTI BRIEFS: OUR NEWS-STYLE
YOUTUBE SEGMENT
Earlier this year, Uvumbuzi launched a new segment
of our YouTube web series, called Sauti Briefs,
aimed at disseminating information by creating
informative videos on current and urgent
conservation issues, to keep our audience in the
loop of what is happening in the Kenyan and African
conservation space. We have produced and
published 9 Sauti Briefs episodes to date, on topics
ranging from Environmental pollution issues to the
status of human-wildlife conflict in Kenya. It is
through this segment that we established positive
linkages with the Kenya Bird of Prey Trust (KBOPT).
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OUR VOLUNTEERS, OUR
HEART

Our volunteers are very important to us.
Their time, skills, commitment and hard
work have been invaluable to Uvumbuzi
Africa throughout 2021, and we thank
each one of them tremendously for their
service!
Through our volunteer programme, we
hope to help budding conservation
content creators and journalists hone
their skills and inspire them to use these
skills to adequately capture and portray
the authentic stories of youth and
women in conservation. We also aim to
give our volunteers an opportunity to
give back to their community through
environmental stewardship.
Uvumbuzi Africa wishes to welcome the
newly recruited volunteers who will be
joining us in 2022! Karibuni! We hope
that this period with us will be a fulfilling,
productive and life-changing experience
for you.
If you wish to learn more about our
volunteer programme, or other ways you
can get involved, please visit our website
www.uvumbuziafrica.org or send us an
email at info@uvumbuziafrica.org or
uvumbuziafrica.org@gmail.com.
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CELEBRATING OUR
MILESTONES
Connectivity of youth in conservation through our
platform has increased by 150% during the course of
this year.

Over 30+ videos on our online platforms that have
seen increased amplification of conservation stories.

Increased inclusive engagement in conservation
conversations by youth and women through
Uvumbuzi, having engaged 600+ youth and women
across Kenya.

5.6K
FOLLOWERS

"If the world is to be healed through human
efforts, I am convinced it will be by
ordinary people whose love for life is even
greater than their fear."
JOANNA MACY
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WHAT TO EXPECT IN 2022
We have more exciting content featuring largely unheard
conservation stories captured during our discovery journeys,
coming your way in 2022 on our online media platforms.

In 2022, Uvumbuzi Africa plans to direct increased energies
towards securing long-term strategic partnerships with likeminded organizations, such as the Laikipia Tourism Association,
to amplify our advocacy and conservation investment efforts.

Uvumbuzi will soon be launching the new format for Sauti Briefs
that promises to be more appealing, compelling and engaging;
while continuing to deliver reliable information, conservation
news and emerging conservation updates.

AFC

We are currently in discussions with various stakeholders, artists
and organizations geared towards the enhancement of our Arts
For Conservation sub-programme in 2022.

We are working on a new, crisp and interactive social media
brand and approach in 2022, and we strive to make your
engagement with us online more thrilling, and conservation data
more accessible to you, through our platforms.
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Wishing you good tidings of the season, health to all of
your loved ones, and a more peaceful year ahead. We hope
that our journey has inspired you to in some way support,
get involved and journey Kenya’s breath-taking gems. We
remain grateful and privileged to work with and have the
support of partners and donors across the broader
Kenyan landscape and other parts of the world, without
whom we would not have been able to achieve what we
have this year.
It is my hope this newsletter will inspire you to support
us and join our journey. Your donations help us continue
to profile, highlight and support the numerous unique and
effective conservation initiatives and enterprises that are
geared towards preserving and restoring our natural
world, spearheaded by the youth and women across
Kenya. Uvumbuzi Africa welcomes you to play your part
for the planet!
You can make your kind donation here.
Shukrani,
Moses Kamau,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, UVUMBUZI AFRICA

@uvumbuziafrica

info@uvumbuziafrica.org

@uvumbuzi_africa

www.uvumbuziafrica.org

@uvumbuziafrica

Uvumbuzi Africa

uvumbuziafrica.org@gmail.com

Happy holidays and a prosperous
New Year!

